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Great small footprint app for all your pdf needs. I won't use anything but Foxit! Don't waste your time and money with another product that's full of useless bloatware. This is the only pdf software most people need. Even when I had my own business, I used the pay version of this and needed nothing else. Love the ability to edit, sign, and request changes from my team! Thanks Foxit! Amazing!
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It worked well initially but of recent it kept on crashing. I had to reinstall it but still the same problem. Otherwise is a good app Not bad
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I read all my school and other books on my tablet and I'm always switching between chapter bookmarks. Adobe's interface for bookmark selection was cumbersome. The slide-in bookmark tab in Foxit is so easy and smooth I love it! Foxit was my go-to reader when I was using Windows. Glad the Android version is here. Fabulous!
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I am using foxit reader from long time, recently this app is getting crushed everytime I open in my Redmi note 4 device 5 star
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Like the app. I would give it a higher rating if I could find away to open multiple tabs for my tablet. It's said you could have multiple tabs open a tablet. Please someone help me figure it out. Not bad
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Weird. Foxit is not shown as choice for opening PDF files (e.g. from ES Explorer). While I can open a PDF file from Foxit, that is not convenient. Documents view also is not sortable, makes it hard to find my file! Hopefully you can fix these issues. Otherwise seems good. love it
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Good app for reading PDF  files. I began to use Foxit on my laptop about 4 years ago. Ever since I've never used another type. For me it is worth trying. Omg
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Finally! All I've wanted is a place to read my pdf docs where I can change the text size. Every other one doesn't have this, except zoom which isn't great to read a book on. In this app I can happily read my pdf books now at a size that is comfortable. Thank you Foxit!! Amazing!
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I have foxit business on ma computer best PDF software I've ever used. my only concern with the phone app is that it doesn't do the mobile viewer thing adjusting the page and the size of the words to the screen size automatically like wps does. but of course I will never change mind admiring this beautiful app Fabulous!
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Great app I use it to run my dungeon and dragons campaign. I can find stats and monsters in my books within seconds  2 thumbs up. Get this app love it
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Great app. As I use Foxit on my PC in preference to all else, particularly Adobe, yuk! Thought I'd give it a go on Android and it just works. Does what it says on the tin. Enjoy it!
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It's not fast as Acrobat and WPS. PDF rendering is slower than other apps. The app should magnify position of the cursor when moving it to select lines. Go well
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Still the best program available, although was better before the last update. It's free and does everything you could wish it could do, bar read the book out to you in Latin. Great!
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Fantastic app! It runs fast in my phone and my pc, it lets you edit and read pdf documents in an easy way. I strongly recommend it. Omg
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Good but I can't listen to audios that are included on my PDFs documents. When I touch it an error message pops up and the app close Superb!
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This app is great, but a recent update asks for permission to use the camera. I'm wondering, what is this for? Pretty good
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Need Night mode or Need the ability to make the background of the text dark so that one can read easily at night. Well done!!



[image: ] gilbertodown410
Love this app, I have it on all my devices! I especially love the fact that you can open multiple PDFs at the same time! Great job



[image: ] leonelcruz512
It opens pdfs that other apps (including a well-known app) couldn't open properly. Im happy :-) Awesome
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I like how the app saves the viewing orientation of each document. This saves me the hassle of changing the orientation each time I open different documents Worth a go!
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App market for 100%working mods.
Accelerated for downloading big mod files.
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